Architect Series® Premium Wood Entry Doors

Unit Sections - In-Swing 1-3/4" Panel Thickness

Maximum - 12" Varies

Maximum - 10" Varies

Maximum - 12" Varies

Scale 3" = 1' 0" All dimensions are approximate.
Optional brickmould shown.
Cross section drawings do not reference composition of frame or panel as they will vary according to wood species and panel style selected.
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Maximum - 12" Varies
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Side Light

Scale 3" = 1' 0" All dimensions are approximate.
Optional brickmould shown.
Cross section drawings do not reference composition of frame or panel as they will vary according to wood species and panel style selected.
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Unit Sections - In-Swing 1-3/4" Panel Thickness

Dashed lines indicate variable frame depth.

Scale 3" = 1' 0" All dimensions are approximate.
Optional brickmould shown.
Cross section drawings do not reference composition of frame or panel as they will vary according to wood species and panel style selected.
Architect Series® Premium Wood Entry Doors

Unit Sections - In-Swing 2-1/4" Panel Thickness

Scale 3” = 1’ 0” All dimensions are approximate.
Optional brickmould shown.
Cross section drawings do not reference composition of frame or panel as they will vary according to wood species and panel style selected.
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Unit Sections - In-Swing 2-1/4" Panel Thickness

Scale 3" = 1' 0" All dimensions are approximate.
Optional brick mould shown.
Cross section drawings do not reference composition of frame or panel as they will vary according to wood species and panel style selected.
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